
bleary

blurred, dimmed; (of the eyes) unfocused or
filmy from sleep or tiredness

buoy

able to hold things up; cheerful, hopeful; to keep afloat or support by or as
if by a life buoy; keep from sinking; a float often used as a channel marker or

lobster trap marker

deflect

Cause to curve; turn aside, esp. from a straight
course; avoid

essence

The true nature of something; a perfume; scent; a substance obtained from a
plant, fruit, or the like, by distillation, infusion, etc., and containing its

characteristic properties in concentrated form

feckless

(adj.) lacking in spirit and strength; ineffective, weak;
having no sense of responsibility; indifferent; lazy.



fray

(n) a noisy fight or brawl; (v) raveled threads or
fibers at the edge or end; cause to ravel out:

hackles

hairs on back and neck, especially of a dog; Ex. make
someone's hackles rise; a feeling of anger and animosity

jut

to stick out; to project beyond the main
body

merchandise

The goods that are bought and sold in a
business

parry

Deflect or avoid (esp. a blow or attack);
skillfully evade (a question)



potent

(adj) powerful; mighty; producing powerful physical or
chemical effects; having or exercising great power or influence

protrude

(verb) to stick out, thrust
forth

pulsate

(v) throb; beat regularly; vibrate regularly

pungent

Having a sharp taste or smell; biting,
stimulating, sharp

quarry

(v.) to cut or take from (or as if from) a quarry; (n.) a place from
which stone is taken; something that is hunted or pursued



reservoir

a large natural or artificial lake used as a source of water
supply; a receptacle or chamber for holding a liquid or fluid

scuffed

scrape feet while walking; to mar by scraping
or hard use, as shoes or furniture

stalwart

(adj.) strong and sturdy; brave; resolute; (n.) a brave, strong person; a
strong supporter; one who takes an uncompromising position

stow

To secure baggage into a safe location in flight;
to put away

tariff

A tax on imported goods; bill; cost; charge of
something such as a bus line or railroad



tassel

A bunch of loose threads; also in plants, such
as the summit of a stalk of corn

timorous

Fearful, timid, cowardly

toll

(n1) a small amount of money that you have to pay to use a road, cross a
bridge, etc; The amount of loss or destruction caused by a disaster; 

(n.) the sound of a bell being struck

tributary

A stream or river that flows into a larger
river

tufted

(v) created by placing a padding material, usually cotton, between a lining and backing
material, subsequent stitches are taken and it forms small raised puffs; (n) soft and flexible parts,
as feathers or hairs, attached or fixed closely together at the base and loose at the upper ends.


